COMPULSORY VACCINATION: A TOPIC TO BE DISCUSSED
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A fact to be thought is whether it is right if the one who denied vaccination get infection and spread it to the others. In this case, the next question is “Is it his/her right to spread infection to the others?”
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Sir, the recent report on “About «responsibility» of vaccination” is very interesting [1]. Indeed, the vaccination is the medical measure aiming mainly at primary prevention. The mass scale should be the primary focus. The existed dilemmas on vaccination include “free VS charge” and “non compulsory VS compulsory”. Indeed, the situation might be simple if there is no outbreak of disease. In case with pandemic infection, the concern on mass immunization is required and the provision of vaccination by the government without charge is usually done. Nevertheless, forcing of population to receive vaccine is still controversial whether it violates the right or not. Despite serious outbreak, the poor compliance of the vaccination can still be seen [2] and this can be problematic. In case that a risk person denies vaccination, “can medical staff force he/she?” is usually the problem.
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The objective of our article¹ is to demonstrate how at the base of the issue on compulsory versus non compulsory vaccinations in general, and more specifically in pediatrics, there is a debate on the moral model of reference: a normative ethic (of the third
person) or a virtue ethic (of the first person). We propose that it would be possible to pass from the normative ethic to the virtue ethic if we refer to the ethic of responsibility.

The concept that must change so that this can be possible is the concept of prevention. In the normative ethics, which sustains the compulsory vaccination, the concept of prevention identifies itself with the reduction of risk. In this sense, a health system can obtain a better prevention when the risk of contracting a disease is lower and in the case of vaccinations, this occurs when a higher number of individuals is vaccinated. This justifies the compulsory vaccination of the largest number of people possible.

This concept of prevention, meant as the reduction of risks, appears in the utilitarian ethics and in the ethics that are based on the theory of rights. We propose a different concept of preventive medicine. For us, prevention consists in favoring the acquisition of virtues (moral behaviors) that aim towards the attainment of the individual’s and the community’s health. We believe that through a first person ethic it is possible to create the alternative of a personal responsibility that, along with a series of political laws, can assure an effective protection of all of the community and, at the same time, guarantee the responsible expression of personal autonomy.

It is clear that an individual has the right to choose not to vaccinate himself. A vaccination is a treatment applied to healthy people who are not suffering from a disease. Therefore, the medical justification is not based so much on the protection of the individual as on the protection of the community (herd immunity). The principle of the respect of individual autonomy, allows the individual to refuse a treatment and therefore also a vaccination.

What are the reasons for which even in the situation of a pandemic, the percentage of vaccinated individuals is low? Or, in other words, why does a person refuse a vaccination that could save them in a situation of pandemic? There are various factors that have changed the perception that the population has of vaccinations and they can be summarized with the population’s large loss of trust in the consequences of the vaccination on their health. This mistrust increases when a vaccination is promoted through a normative vision of ethics, which does not take in consideration the individual and according to which the licitness of actions (if an action is correct or not) is evaluated by an external judge: the third person. The same question that you have asked us: “Is it his/her right to spread infection to the others?” is part of a third person ethic. One is asked as a third person to evaluate if it is correct or not, if there is a right or not, for a person to spread a disease. From a first person ethic point of view, and from the point of view of an ethic of responsibility, two changes are necessary before we can answer the question:

a) it is necessary to change the question: it is the individual who must ask himself if he is taking the decision to not be vaccinated with the objective of obtaining the asset “health”. From this point of view, the subject will understand that it is their moral responsibility to be vaccinated because it is a useful instrument in the direction of acquiring the asset “health”.

b) it is necessary that responsible governments promote prevention policies based on the ethic of responsibility of the individual in order to obtain a reduction in the distrust towards vaccinations. It is clear
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that when a person decides not to be vaccinated they do not decide this with the intention of spreading a disease but for fear and for a distrust that the vaccination will be useful for their health. Correct scientific information\textsuperscript{10}, training health care professionals\textsuperscript{11}, eliminating economical barriers\textsuperscript{12}, preparing an adequate system of control of infectious diseases\textsuperscript{13} and a responsible introduction of new vaccinations\textsuperscript{14}, are all actions which we propose in order to increase the population’s trust in vaccinations and to help every individual to assume their personal responsibility in mass vaccination campaigns.

Therefore, it is necessary to gain adequate levels of trust in vaccination programs in order to achieve the desired level of vaccination of the population even in a situation of pandemic. This will be possible only if we promote a concept of prevention that encourages moral behaviors directed towards the obtainment of the asset “health” for the individual and for their community.
